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From: City of Berlin Police Department
Re/Event: Threats
Case #: 22BPD0990
Date of Incident: May 28th, 2022
Date of Release: May 30th, 2022

Press Release:

On May 29th, 2022 the Berlin Police Department received information concerning threatening statements directed at the School District and another student. These statements were alleged to have been made by a juvenile in the City of Berlin.

The juvenile was identified and the matter was immediately investigated. Charges have been referred to Green Lake County Social Services. The referral of any charge is merely an allegation of criminal conduct based upon probable cause. The person is considered innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

Threatening statements are dangerous and are taken seriously. The safety of the community is our primary concern.

At this point, no further threat to the community has been identified.

*****End of Press Release*****